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Editor’s Desk
What We Know about Mobile 
Media and Marketing p237
J. B. Ford

Speaker’s Box
The Ancient History  
Of Advertising p239
F. K. Beard, University of Oklahoma

Media-Mix Planning
l When to Combine tV 

With online Campaigns
A statistical analysis of cost 
savings versus reach. G. m. Goerg, 
C. best, S. Shobowale, N. remy, 
and J. Koehler (Google) P 283

aPPealS HierarCHy
l appeals, Moderators,  

and impact on Persuasion
relative impact measures 
suggest that emotional appeals, 
led by sex and humor, are more 
effective than fear and rational-
based ads, among other findings. 
J. Hornik (tel-Aviv University and 
paris School of business), C. Ofir 
(the Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem), and m. rachamim 
(bar-Ilan University, Israel) P 305

Media relationS 
l the influence of Parental  

and Communication Style  
on Consumer Socialization
Findings on parental socialization 
and family communication 
pattern frameworks inform 
segmenting strategies.  
J. mikeska (Indiana State 
University), r. L. Harrison III and 
C. L. S. Coryn (Western michigan 
University), and L. Carlson 
(University of Nebraska) P 319

UniVerSity Marketing
l is old gold?

m. rose (University of Alaska), 
and G. m. rose and A. merchant 
(University of Washington, 
tacoma) measure brand heritage 
messaging’s effects on attitudes 
toward the university. P 335

are you Using the right Mobile advertising Metrics? 
How relevant Mobile Measures Change the Cross-Platform advertising equation
G. m. Fulgoni and A. Lipsman (comScore, Inc.) believe that the right mobile metrics are within advertisers’ grasp, but 
the wrong ones often are consulted. As a result, advertisers underinvest in this medium. the authors identify what 
they believe to be relevant mobile measures in cross-platform marketing. P 245

Consumers’ Multiplatform Usage and its Contribution to their trust in advertising: 
the impact of the device on Platform-Use Frequency and trust in advertising
An assessment of usage and response metrics across platforms shows that use frequency contributes to 
consumers’ trust in advertising. Age also plays a meaningful role, report K. Stewart (California State University 
San marcos) and I. Cunningham (University of texas at Austin). P 250

When are apps Worth Paying For? 
How Marketers Can analyze the Market Performance of Mobile apps
L. Stocchi, (Flinders business School, Adelaide, Australia), C. Guerini (LIUC University and bocconi University, 
Italy), and N. michaelidou (Loughborough University, england) revisit traditional marketing rules—such as the 
brand usage and image relationship and the “double jeopardy” effect—to support findings on the market 
performance of different types of mobile apps. P 260

Positive Side effects of in-app reward advertising: 
Free items boost Sales—a Focus on Sampling effects
Giving away free game items to mobile users through in-app reward ads could generate a sampling effect and 
increase the probability of users’ in-app purchases, according to two authors from South Korea.  J. Lee (Korea 
Advanced Institute of Science and technology, Daejon) and D.-H. Shin (Chung-Ang University, Seoul). P 272


